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Abstract. A high frequency ultrasound-coupled fluores-
cence tomography system, primarily designed for imaging
of protoporphyrin IX production in skin tumors in vivo, is
demonstrated for the first time. The design couples fiber-
based spectral sampling of the protoporphyrin IX fluores-
cence emission with high frequency ultrasound imaging,
allowing thin-layer fluorescence intensities to be quanti-
fied. The system measurements are obtained by serial illu-
mination of four linear source locations, with parallel de-
tection at each of five interspersed detection locations,
providing 20 overlapping measures of subsurface fluores-
cence from both superficial and deep locations in the ul-
trasound field. Tissue layers are defined from the seg-
mented ultrasound images and diffusion theory used to
estimate the fluorescence in these layers. The system cali-
bration is presented with simulation and phantom valida-
tion of the system in multilayer regions. Pilot in-vivo data
are also presented, showing recovery of subcutaneous tu-
mor tissue values of protoporphyrin IX in a subcutaneous
U251 tumor, which has less fluorescence than the skin.
© 2010 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction
Skin cancer cells are known to produce a highly fluorescent
porphyrin called protoporphyrin IX �PpIX�, when aminole-
vulinic acid �ALA� is applied,1–3 and its use is approved for
photodynamic treatment of superficial forms of squamous cell
carcinoma �SCC� and basal cell carcinoma �BCC�. For thicker
skin carcinomas, a major concern has been the inability to
measure the amount of PpIX production that is occurring at
deep tumor locations. Adjuvant methods to stimulate PpIX
could work, such as differentiation therapy,4 and better tools
are needed to assess if enhanced PpIX production is obtained
in individual subjects. The goal of the current study is to
develop and test a system that can quantify PpIX concentra-
tions in skin tumor tissue by directly measuring the signal
emitted from the tissue surface, while simultaneously quanti-
fying the tumor margin with high frequency ultrasound

1083-3668/2010/15�2�/026028/5/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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HFUS�. Preclinical development and testing of this device
as the subject of this study, with full calibration, tissue phan-

om testing, and a pilot study in a preclinical model.
This approach to guide the interpretation of the fluores-

ence signal5–7 is beneficial because subsurface tomography
ith light is quite challenging. Subsurface diffuse optical to-
ography without any additional imaging is known to be

naccurate8,9 because of the ill-posed numerical inversion
roblem. High scatter and absorption attenuation contribute to
nonlinear relationship between detected signal and PpIX

oncentration. Image-guided fluorescence tomography10 with
FUS should allow characterization of skin layers and tumor
pIX concentrations. Hybrid ultrasound/optical imaging was
emonstrated by other researchers, most notably substantial
evelopments in breast tumor imaging by Zhu et al.11 In this
ork, the hardware and software12 were designed for auto-

ig. 1 The system schematic is illustrated in �a� showing components
he recovered fluorescence values for the layers �b� with the top con
as held constant and the bottom layer varied.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026028-
mated calibration and were tested in phantoms, along with an
initial preclinical demonstration.

2 Materials and Methods
The system �schematic in Fig. 1�a�� has been assembled from
low-cost, commercially available products and specifically
designed to be as portable and modular as possible. There are
four source and five detection channels that are automated
through computer control. The lasers in the four-source mod-
ule �ThorLabs, Newton, New Jersey, model MCSL635� are
centered at 635-nm wavelength at 10-mW power. Laser out-
puts couple into 200-�m fibers, and intensities are electroni-
cally controlled from LabView controlled data acquisition
�DAQ� cards �National Instruments, Austin, Texas, model
USB 6009�. All four sources were stable to within 0.5 to 4%

be geometry, with data acquisition from five compact spectrometers.
ion varied and the bottom fixed at 0.625 �g/ml. In �c�, the top layer
and pro
centrat
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�2
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ver a time period of 15 min, and repeatable to within 1 to
% for successive system starts.

In detection, five compact USB-coupled spectrometers
Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida, model USB2000�� are used
or each fiber, with a wavelength resolution of 0.37 nm and
pectral bandwidth of 540 to 1210 nm. An inline filter holder
OceanOptics, model FHS-UV� with a 650-nm long pass fil-
er �ThorLabs, FEL0650� is used to remove the 635-nm
ource signals while allowing passage of the PpIX fluores-
ence, peaked at 705-nm wavelength.

Source and detector fibers alternate linearly along the
ength of the tissue contact probe �Fig 1�a�� just adjacent to
he ultrasound probe. The holder protects the fibers while also
mmobilizing them above gradient index �GRIN� lenses
Newport Corporation, Irvine, California, model LGI630-6�,
hat focus them 5 mm below the probe surface, matching the
eight of the clear gel coupling the ultrasound system to the
issue surface.

Ultrasound imaging was conducted with a Vevo 770 �Vi-
ualSonics, Toronto, Ontario� using either an RMV-708
82.5-MHz maximum frequency; 30-�m axial and 70-�m
ateral resolution with 10.8-mm field of view� or a RMV-704
60-MHz maximum frequency; 40-�m axial and 80-�m lat-
ral resolution with 14.6-mm field of view� scan head. For
n-vivo imaging, mice were anesthetized with about 2.5%
soflurane initially and reduced to 1.5% during imaging, and
ere positioned on a thermoregulated platform. The scan
ead/optical detector complex was held in place during imag-
ng acquisition. An ultrasound snapshot was taken in the tu-

or plane, and then the sample is moved until it is in the
lane of the optical sources and detectors.

The software acquires background levels and sequenced
ach of the four lasers while capturing all five detector spec-
ra. The signal in the spectrum that was not part of the
05-nm PpIX peak was due to broadening of the 635-nm
aser source and autofluorescence. The data are automatically
alibrated for individual response, and autofluroescence is re-
oved. Simulations were done to validate the accuracy of our

ystem’s measurements using the finite element-based NIR-
ast Matlab software.8

System validation was performed using heterogeneous tis-
ue phantoms using 1% Intralipid™ for scattering and 0.002%
ndia ink for absorption,13 with 5% Tween-20 to monomerize
he PpIX. This was mixed with 1% agarose �Sigma Aldrich,
aint Louis, Missouri� in water heated to the boiling point,
nd then cooled at 4 °C for 15 min to create solid fluorescent
hantoms. Imaging of two-layer gelatin phantoms was per-
ormed with the PpIX concentration of the bottom 10-mm
ayer fixed at 0.625 �g /mL, and the top 1 to 2-mm layer
aried from 0 to 2.5 �g /ml. The reverse case was also
maged—holding the top layer constant at 0.625 �g /ml and
arying the bottom layer from 0 to 2.5 �g /ml.

Results
he results of all two-layer phantom experiments are dis-
layed in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. Interestingly, the recovery of
uorescence yield is always perfectly accurate in the layer

hat has the higher fluorescence. Yet in both the lower and
pper layers, when the fluorescence is lower than the opposite
ayer, the recovery is not fully accurate. This figure shows the
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026028-
experimental validation of the system in a controlled manner.
As might be expected, when the fluorescence is very low,
there is a higher fluorescence recovered, because the signal
from the opposite layer is presumably causing some overesti-
mation of the lower region.

Figure 2 demonstrates the ability of the system to give
reasonable reconstructed images for three-layer gelatin phan-
toms. For these experiments, a thin layer of gelatin with PpIX
was placed over a bump of gelatin with a different concentra-
tion of PpIX. The bump sizes were 15�15�3 mm. The bot-
tom layer consisted of gelatin with no PpIX fluorescence. This
accurately simulated the situation seen when imaging subcu-
taneous tumors in mice. The top layers of the image were
segmented, and a Matlab routine created the finite element
meshes in Fig. 2.14 Each region of the mesh was assumed to
be homogeneous in fitting for fluorescence in the tissue types.
Figure 2�a� shows recovery of a simulated tumor region with
higher fluorescence than the skin, and Fig. 2�b� shows recov-
ery when the simulated tumor region was lower than the skin.

All procedures using animals were approved by the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee. The rat U251
gliosarcoma cells were implanted in phosphate buffered saline
�PBS� at 2�107 cells /ml with 50 �L into the nude mice
skin and grown 7 to 14 days for a 3- to 7-mm-diam tumor.
Tumors were imaged after ALA injection 2 h prior. Figure
2�i� shows a typical result for a subcutaneous tumor in a
mouse. Mouse skin is highly fluorescent compared to the tu-
mor, as expected. These results were verified with ex-vivo
fluorescence scanning of the tissues �GE Healthcare Typhoon�
to validate the images. These images indicate that the skin
contains nearly four times the fluorescence found in U251
tumors �Fig. 2�j��. The shape of the tumor matches exactly the
shape of the fluorescent overlay, since the ultrasound image
was used to guide the solution.

4 Discussion
Accurate quantification of PpIX production in skin tumors
remains an ongoing challenge. PpIX production and treatment
efficacy are unclear for deeper tumors, yet methods to en-
hance production are available. High-frequency ultrasound
provides a clear structural image that allows us to combine
anatomical information with fluorescence data for reconstruc-
tion algorithms.

In creation of an ultrasound-guided fluorescence recovery
system, the system integration was straightforward and modu-
lar, and phantom testing provided a way to validate the sys-
tem. The problem of subsurface tomography is known to be
confounded when there is an upper layer that is significantly
more fluorescent than the lower layer. Intuitively, it is possible
to realize that as the upper layer fluorescence level increases,
eventually the lower layer signal will be lost in the noise of
the detection system as the upper layer dominates the detected
signal. As such, there will always be a lower limit, below
which the lower fluorescence layer cannot be effectively
quantified or even detected with decreasing depth or with de-
creasing contrast. In the experimental case here, when the
tumors have lower PpIX production than the overlying skin,
and as shown in Fig. 2, the more fluorescent layer of the skin
tends to dominate the reconstruction algorithm. The simula-
tions and phantom data indicate that the system has a suffi-
March/April 2010 � Vol. 15�2�3
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iently good signal-to-noise region to recover tumor fluores-
ence images down to several millimeters depth, but the lower
ayer is most inaccurate due to confounding information in the
pper layer. The image segmentation still must be user-guided
o avoid errors from the speckle and noise in the ultrasound
mages, but the segmentation process of region growing
orks well with just seconds of user guidance.

Conclusions
system development study creating the first high-frequency

ltrasound-guided fluorescence tomography system is initi-
ted for imaging skin tumors. Simulations and phantoms stud-

a) b)

c)

e) f)

g)

i)

ig. 2 The images of complex gelatin phantoms are shown with two
mage from the HFUS image; �c� the mesh created; and �d� reconstru
econd phantom, �e� the HFUS image showing the layers; �f� the segm
ap overlaid on the HFUS image from �e�. Images of a subcutaneo
verlaid on the HFUS and �j� the ex-vivo fluorescence images of skin
ournal of Biomedical Optics 026028-
ies show that the system works well. Phantom results demon-
strate the ability to determine fluorescence in multilayer
situations mimicking skin tumors, and initial in-vivo imaging
is promising. Preclinical studies are ongoing to analyze the
system performance with various shapes, sizes, depths, PpIX
concentrations, and to improve the recovered contrast values.
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